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Presumed Guilty

Storm Warning

This month we are proud to present an exclusive selection of thoughtprovoking movies from Italy that will challenge and treat your senses. Blending
comedy, action, drama, and thriller, May remains a month dedicated to the
seventh art of the “Boot of Europe.”
Through specially selected content appealing to the deepest emotions, you’ll
have the opportunity to discover the most entertaining Italian productions
of recent years. Storm Warning will take you to Northern Italy, right at the
Austrian border where, interestingly enough, German is the main language.
This comedy will show you an innovative take on solitude and second chances
in life, as a man visits a closed hotel and persuades its owner to dare to smile
and open herself up to the world.
Bringing the action, a two-part movie will keep you longing for a third part.
The Salento Murders immerses you in a peaceful town threatened by a crime
wave. To stop it, the police appoints Commissioner Zagaria, a man close to
retirement who solves crimes with his experience, intuition and cunning . .
. but he’ll be partnered with a young officer who only relies on facts. Their
personalities will clash but only together they will save Salento.
In May, we also premiere one of Italy’s most successful series of recent years:
Presumed Guilty! In this eight-part production, you’ll follow the rise and fall of
the Grimaldi family, as their enemies take every possible measure to destroy
their wealth and power.

The Salento Murders
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PREMIERE:
May 29th

7:00 PM

A family is shattered by a tragedy. The
shocking suicide of Andrea’s niece will turn
the joy of one of Italy’s wealthiest families
into a living nightmare. Eurochannel
premieres an exclusive Italian drama series
portraying the life of a man framed by those
who are closest to him . . . welcome to the
world of a man Presumed Guilty!
Mixing the best of European crime drama
with crackling dialogue and darkly wicked
thrills, Presumed Guilty follows the
misfortunes of the Grimaldi family. They
are one of Italy’s most influential clans, and
their pasta factory has brought them am
immense fortune envied by many. Led by
Anna, the family’s matriarch, they have also
amassed a vast number of enemies!
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DIRECTOR Alessio Inturri, Luigi Parisi
cast Stefania Sandrelli, Gabriel Garko,
Adua Del Vesco, Massimiliano Morra
Genre Drama
ORIGINAL TITLE Non è stato mio figlio
YEAR 2016

It’s Anna’s birthday and the family are celebrating
with a lavish party until their joy is turned to ashes
by the sudden suicide of Anna’s granddaughter.
Witnessed by the entire family, the tragedy sparks
questions, and the prime suspect is Andrea . .
. Anna’s favorite son and the family’s playboy!
All the information gathered by the authorities
reveals a plot in which corruption blends with
envy, prostitution, secret pregnancies, raw love,
and incestuous relationships.

3 Revenge Plots
in European Movies

Celebrating the airing of the Italian drama series, Presumed Guilty, in
which a wealthy family is attacked by those who want revenge upon
them, Eurochannel has selected three unique scenes of revenge from
European productions.

Divided into eight episodes, Presumed Guilty
further develops the family drama concept with a
jaw-dropping story. Once the suicide investigation
begins, the Grimaldis learn that, to restore their
peace, they must pay the highest of prices.
Welcome to Italy to plunge into the aftermath
of a fateful suicide. Will this family prove the
innocence of Andrea, or will the tragedy forever
cast the darkest shadow over them? Come find
the answers in every episode of Eurochannel’s
new series:

Episode 1

A sudden tragedy distorts the
life of a united and happy family.
In the birthday celebration
of the Grimaldi’s matriarch,
Anna (Stefania Sandrelli),
Barbara (Benedetta Gargari)
his granddaughter commits
suicide . . . all the clues lead to
a reason to suspect Anna’s son
Andrea (Gabriel Garko). Is he
innocent or guilty?

The droogs vs Alex
A Clockwork Orange (1971)
Avenger: The droogs
Offense: Alex repeatedly asserts his authority as gang leader by

attacking his “friends” as well as always taking a bigger profit from their
criminal activities.
In this cult classic by Stanley Kubrick, Alex DeLarge is the leader of a
violent gang in London. One night, after getting intoxicated on drugladen «milk-plus», they engage in an evening of «ultra-violence». They
drive to the country home of writer F. Alexander and beat him to the
point of crippling him for life. Alex then rapes his wife while singing
«Singin’ in the Rain».
On another night of violence, Alex leads the gang to the home of a lone
lady. But when police are alerted and Alex tries to flee, one of his gang
buddies smashes a bottle on his face, stunning him and leaving him to
be arrested.
Captured and in prison, Alex is part of an experiment to rehabilitate
criminals by making them fear violence and the music of Ludwig van
Beethoven. Once free, his path crosses again with his former gang
members, who beat him nearly to death. Soon after, he is saved by Mr.
Alexander, who, once he recognizes Alex, locks him in a bedroom and
tortures him by playing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony loudly from the
floor below. Alex is unable to withstand the sickening pain and attempts
suicide by throwing himself out the window.
EUROCHANNEL GUIDE | MAY 2018 |
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Robert Ledgard vs Vicente
The Skin I Live In (2011)

Matt Buckner vs Jeremy Van Holden
Green Street Hooligans (2005)

AVENGER: Robert Ledgard
Offense: Vicente assaulted

AVENGER: Matt Buckner
Offense: Matt was expelled from Harvard because

Robert’s daughter
while at a party, leaving her unconscious. She soon
is interned in a mental health facility and eventually
commits suicide.
Starring Antonio Banderas, The Skin I Live In is a
multiple award-winning Spanish psychological horror
film written and directed by Pedro Almodóvar.
During a wedding party, Robert and his daughter,
Norma, are enjoying themselves until Norma walks
away to a garden where she meets Vicente, a young
man who attempts to have intercourse with her. As
Norma rejects him, Vincent accidentally causes her
to fall, striking her head against a rock and leaving her
unconscious.
After his daughter commits suicide following the
incident, Robert tracks down Vicente, kidnaps him,
and subjects him to sex reassignment surgery. Over
a period of six years, Robert physically transforms
Vicente into a replica of his late wife, calling him Vera.
During this period of time, Vicente struggles to keep
himself sane, clinging to the core of his true identity.
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of blackmail by his roommate, Jeremy Van Holden.

Starring Elijah Wood, this independent film tells the
story of Matt Buckner, a journalism major expelled
from Harvard University after cocaine is discovered
in his room. However, the cocaine belongs to his
roommate, Jeremy Van Holden. Buckner is afraid to
speak up because the Van Holdens are a powerful
family, and Jeremy offers him 10,000 dollars for
taking the blame. Matt initially doesn’t accept the
money but reconsiders and uses it to visit his sister
in London.
After being involved in football (soccer) hooliganism
in London, Matt returns to the United States and
confronts Jeremy Van Holden in a restaurant toilet,
where Jeremy is snorting cocaine. Jeremy arrogantly
tells Matt to leave during a brief discussion in which
he admits to being the cocaine stash’s owner. Matt
then pulls out a tape recorder and plays back what
Jeremy just said, saying that it is his «ticket back to
Harvard».

PREMIERE:
CINEMA May 15th

8:30 PM

Meet Italy’s most intuitive detective

DIRECTOR Antonello Grimaldi
cast Lino Banfi, Marco Cocci, Edoardo
Becchis, Leopoldo Pescatore
Genre Family, investigation, comedy
ORIGINAL TITLE Commissario Zagaria
YEAR 2010

His methods are unorthodox and his intuition unparalleled.
Close to retirement, Inspector Zagaria’s career in the
Salento police was scheduled to end with honors.
Everything changes when a mafia clan starts a war to take
control of the city. Now he has to bring justice with the help
of a challenging young detective. Eurochannel premieres
the action comedy drama, The Salento Murders.

only relies on facts and what science can prove. Together,
they must combine their skills to end the wave of crimes
plaguing Salento. Divided in two parts, The Salento Murders
is a one-of-kind production. With a bold and intricate plot
that mixes witty comedy, action and thriller, Zagaria’s
adventures become more relevant with the contrasting
personality of his partner. Zagaria is a Commissioner with
a sensitive soul, and his cunning will resist the reality that
The Salento Murders follows Commissioner Pasquale his and his partner’s approaches are complementary and
Zagaria in his last days as a member of the police force will end the underworld war in Salento
in his town. The city is threatened by the presence of a
criminal mob disturbing the city’s peace. Eager to bring Starring one of Italy’s most beloved actors, Lino Banfi, The
justice, Zagaria’s boss surprises him with a new partner, Salento Murders takes viewers to the one of most exciting
the young and science-orientated officer, Stefano Amato. landscapes in southern Italy with a gripping story of guns
They couldn’t be more different . . . Zagaria blindly trusts and laughs. Come discover if the quirky methods of Zagaria
his intuition and decades of experience while Amanto can take down a mafia clan.
A malevolent clan, probably from Calabria, has arrived in Salento to conquer
the territory. Commissioner Pasquale Zagaria (Lino Banfi) is a policeman who
grew up in the field, all intuition and little science. Close to retirement, he
finds himself having to collaborate with the young assistant chief, Stefano
Amato (Marco Cocci), a Florentine who has specialized abroad and, of
course, is all about his faith in science.

Italy
EUROCHANNEL GUIDE | MAY 2018 |
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Interview with

Antonello Grimaldi

(Director)

How did you get to participate in this project?
I decided to direct the project because it was an important challenge: have one of the most important Italian comedian playing in a story
that was not just funny, but also an investigation and detection story with a realistic background deeply bonded to the home region of the
lead actor, Mr. Lino Banfi.
How would you describe Pasquale Zagaria as a character?
He is a detective of a small southern Italy town, Lecce, who works more dealing with his personal knowledge of the people and of their souls
rather than with action and guns. He likes to eat very well; he is more like a father than a boss with the people he works with and when he
finds someone guilty, he wants to talk to him in order to understand the reasons that brought him to act against the law.
After knowing you were to be the director, how did you select the cast and why did you decide to go for Lino Banfi for Zagaria’s role?
Lino Banfi was already attached when I came onboard and this was because the series has been created specifically for him; the other cast
members have been mainly selected among actors with a solid stage experience, with a strong privilege for those who were really from that
part of Italy, Puglia. And this to maintain the same kind of southern inflection in order to get the story the most realistic as possible.
Europe has a tradition of famous detectives in TV and cinema with Sherlock Holmes, Maigret, and Poirot; did you borrow something
from those classics to inspire your Zagaria, or did you want something completely original?
I don’t think we can speak about a real inspiration in this case, but for sure the detective closer to Zagaria is the French Maigret, whose way
to investigate is very similar. Besides that, I believe this is a pretty classic series, where the originality stays in the use of an unpredictable
actor for the main role.
Italy is known for its well-made detective series; what do you consider is different in The Salento Murders? What makes this series special?
The peculiarity in this series is the deep humanity of the characters and the relationships among them. Look at Zagaria: he is a detective, but
sometimes acts as a person, helping people, giving them advice, being able to get the truth out of them, in a very wise and empathetic way.
Why should people in the rest of the world not miss this series?
Because it tells a fine story, filled with turns of events, very well played by a wonderful ensemble of actors, with a clean direction (but maybe
I shouldn’t be the one saying so!). Furthermore, you will come to know a part of Italy- Salento- and a town, Lecce, which are among the most
beautiful and fascinating in the entire world!

Interview with

Caterina Morariu

(Actor)

How did you get to participate in the project?
I have been called for a screen test, I read the script and
found it interesting mostly for Lino Banfis’s presence and for
the director that I already appreciated for his work.
How did you prepare for this role?
Nothing special, just memory and hard work.
How was the experience of working with a loved figure
like Lino Banfi?
Amazing! Like real stars, Lino is a special person; fun,
generous, friendly and extremely professional.
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You have been part in other action cop productions in Italy, what is different in The Salento Murders?
Yes but it was different, I have been a police woman in other productions (Squadra Antimafia, Intelligence, etc.) but these were active
characters, with shootings, chases, stunts and violent situations. This one was a comedy involving police presence.
Why viewers around the world should not miss this series?
Because it’s light, positive, well directed and full of ironic moments.

3 European Detective Series Not to Miss
Celebrating the premiere of the Italian two-part detective drama, The Salento Murders, Eurochannel has selected three European
detective series nobody should miss. These cult classics have made of its protagonists, larger-than-life characters.

Maigret (1991 - 2005)

Aired by Eurochannel for many years, Maigret was a 1991 TV series starring Bruno
Cremer as the inspector Jules Maigret. Created by author Georges Simenon, inspector
Jules Maigret became known for his incredible capacity to understand the nature of
his investigations.
Appearing in 75 novels and 30 stories by the author, Maigret won admirers for his
many intriguing qualities, including his gloomy yet ingenious behavior, empathy,
and love of the pipe. Next to Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot, and Philip Marlowe,
Maigret is considered one of the most intelligent detectives in literature. In 2016,
the British TV chain ITV produced a miniseries of Maigret starring comedian Rowan
Atkinson (famous for his character of Mr. Bean) in one of his most memorable
dramatic roles.

Agatha Christie’s Poirot (1989 - 2013)

One of the longest TV series on air in Europe, Agatha Christie’s Poirot aired from
January 1989 to November 2013, starring David Suchet as the eponymous detective,
Agatha Christie’s fictional Hercule Poirot.
Each episode was adapted from a novel or short story by Christie that featured
Poirot, and consequently, in each episode, the detective is both the main detective
in charge of the investigation of a crime (usually a murder) and the protagonist at the
center of most of the episode’s action. The series ran for 13 series and 70 episodes
in total and won numerous awards in the UK, including a British Academy Television
Award for Best Original Music.

Luther (2010)

Starring Idris Elba, Luther follows the adventures of DCI John Luther, who works for the
Serious Crime Unit in series one, and the new «Serious and Serial» unit. A dedicated
police officer, Luther is obsessive and sometimes violent. However, he has paid a
heavy price for his dedication; he has never been able to prevent himself from being
consumed by the darkness of the crimes with which he deals.
Elba has received critical acclaim for the role of John Luther, and has been awarded
a Critics’ Choice Television Award, Golden Globe Award, NAACP Image Award, and
Screen Actors Guild Award for his performance. The series has also received eleven
Primetime Emmy Award nominations in various categories.
EUROCHANNEL GUIDE | MAY 2018 |
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PREMIERE:

CINEMA May 17th

8:30 PM

DIRECTOR Caterina Carone
cast Lucia Mascino, Christian De Sica,
Therese Haemer, Irina Wrona
Genre Comedy, Romance
ORIGINAL TITLE Fräulein - Una Fiaba
d’Inverno
YEAR 2016

Italy

A poignant drama to rediscover solitude
The biggest solar storm hits the earth, causing power surges and blackouts. A far greater storm rages within the soul of
a gloomy and lonely woman called Regina (Lucia Mascino), after a mysterious visitor (Christian De Sica) forces himself
as a guest in her hotel, which has been closed for years.
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The biggest solar storm in history is bound to hit the Earth.
Frenzy takes over in a small town and in Regina’s life. She’s
lived as a lone wolf but a greater tempest will affect her
life . . . an unexpected visitor who will show her the joys
of companionship. Eurochannel premieres Storm Warning,
an Italian comedy that portrays the value of true friendship
and companionship.

is enriched by the mesmerizing talent of Christian De Sica,
known for his role as Coronel Lombardi in the three-time
Golden Globe-nominated blockbuster, The Tourist. Gently
intriguing and driven by the comforting blend of comedy,
drama and the romance of the story, Storm Warning takes
place in the northeastern Italian town of Renon, where
95% of its inhabitants speak German and only 5% Italian. In
such a fascinating landscape, this production goes beyond
Storm Warning follows the lives of Regina and Walter, two comedy to propose a reflection on understanding how
very different characters joined by fate. She is reclusive, unexpected encounters can change the course of our lives.
arrogant, and rejects any form of help or flirtation. He is
hopeful and sees the silver lining in every dark cloud. Welcome to Italy to discover the radical transformation of a
As Walter arrives in the small town where Regina lives, woman’s personality after a man shows her the bright side
and insists on staying in her hotel, which she closed of life. Walter has overcome the demise of his wife and is
permanently years ago, both embark on an uplifting journey now on a mission to show Regina that love is all we need!
of self-discovery and joy. This debut film by the director

Interview with

Caterina Carone (Director)
How did you come up with the story of this movie?
Oh, it’s a long story! In a certain way, this movie came up with me, with my experience of life and cinema path. It’s a huge mix
of my inner life and imagination, of course: for example, the people in Regina’s village look like the people in the village I come
from in the centre of Italy; Regina’s friends are a melting pot of women I met in my life, and Regina herself has a little bit of
me, but also of my mother and father, but also of my grandmother and grandfather, but also of other people I met, but also of
people I never met, I’m sure. Five years ago, when I began to think on the subject of this film, I felt I should tell a story about
the growth of people which should be already grown. Five years ago, I felt myself I should be already grown. With this film, I
wanted to say that there’s never a deadline to give ourselves the possibility to grow and to break free from our own character’s
chains. This possibility comes up from our inner voice but also through friendship and special encounters in life. There’s always
time to find ourselves; it’s the most important purpose in our life.
EUROCHANNEL GUIDE | MAY 2018 |
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What message did you want to put across with the movie?
I wanted to make a positive film without murders, murderers and violence, a film which just gives to its viewers confidence in
their own path and desire for life. In our age, there is a so deep and dramatic lack of desire and distrust in ourselves and in the
future. I think that we directors, writers, artists in general, have the responsibility to tell that a better world is possible, to inspire
people’s desire to feel and make the good. Media and a certain cinema and literature don’t do this enough; there’s often a sort
of pleasure in pain, while our age needs confidence.
What did you look for in the cast and your team for this production?
I looked for passionate, intelligent, deep and loving professionists. I was lucky; I found them. Everybody just joined with great
enthusiasm for my screenplay, everybody brought something of their own experience in it, both cast and crew. Lucia Mascino
and Christian De Sica were really Regina and Walter; they did not have to play a role, but also the other extraordinary people
and actors, Therese Haemer, Irina Wrona, Max Mazzotta, Andrea Germani, Ingrid Bliem Esposito, Jasmin Barbara Mairhofer,
Peter Mitterrutzner, Luigi Delladio and Giorgio Lopez aka, “the voice”, made my story live in a way I will never stop thanking
them for. They made my story to be magic and unique, but also universal and real.
The story of the film might remind some viewers of Shakespeare’s play The Taming of The Shrew; was this intentional or
mere coincidence?
Oh, this is a coincidence. At the time, I hadn’t read The Taming of the Shrew yet and really I never thought I could approach –
even only brush against – the great Shakespeare . . . indeed, there’s a bit of Hamlet in the film, I leave the viewers the pleasure
of discovering it! A while after the film was released, I found on a dusty book shelf an old book coming directly from my
childhood. Among the fairy tales of this book there was one that hit me in the heart. The fairy tale was The Snow Queen by Hans
Christian Andersen. I think that this tale inspired me a long time ago and I carried it always with me.
This is your debut feature; what did you find more challenging in this project compared to short films and smaller
productions?
There are so many challenging aspects for a director at his debut. For me, the most challenging one was the relationship
with my great producer, Carlo Cresto-Dina, the long four-year path we walked together to give birth to our film, the work and
the thoughts we shared, the dreams, the delusions and the things we are proud of. Films are made together, like music, like
friendship. Another challenging aspect was having the chance to communicate with a larger public I never experienced before.
This was extremely moving and frightning in a way . . . how to say, escaping from the protected world of the arthouse cinema
to join the risk and the unknown.
Who are your main inspirations when it comes to film directing?
My main ispiration is my intuition at first; I give space to my feeling and I’m not really afraid about possible “mistakes”. I think
in cinema each mistake transforms itself into originality and its own style. Time makes mistakes to be right! Then I let myself
be inspired from the story I’m going to tell and from my beloved directors, Fellini, Chaplin, Tati, Ashby, Burton, Lynch, Leigh
and many others, everything about Disney, soap operas, graphic novels and art. The most incredible thing about cinema is its
centripetal and stratified essence . . . like the human soul and dreams.
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3 Italian Female Contemporary
Directors to Watch

Celebrating the premiere of the Italian comedy Storm Warning, the debut feature of filmmaker Caterina Carone, Eurochannel
has selected three contemporary female directors you should know about. Their works are as impressive as their career and
their films have gained recognition worldwide.
Asia Argento
A prolific and talented woman, Asia is an actress, singer, model, and filmmaker.
Daughter of the master of horror films, Dario Argento, Asia follows after her father’s
career. Asia started her career in arts at age eight, publishing a book of poems. By
nine, she had started to act in her father’s movies and, in 1994, received the David
di Donatello Award (Italy’s version of the Academy Award) for Best Actress for her
performance in Perdiamoci di Vista.

Her directing debut came in 2000 with Scarlet Diva (2000), which her father coproduced. In an interview with Filmmaker magazine, she stated that she was
agoraphobic while she was writing Scarlet Diva, not leaving her apartment for
months. Her 2014 film, Misunderstood, was selected to compete in the Un Certain
Regard section at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival. After the release of the film, Asia
declared that her acting career was over and she would devote all of her time to
writing and directing.
Laura Bispuri
Born in Rome, Laura Bispuri is one of the most acclaimed Italian filmmakers in
recent years. After living in Spain for a year, her engagement with cinema became
unbreakable. Laura attended film school for two years, following courses with
directors such as Garrone, Sorrentino, Crialese, Muccino, Chiesa, Vicari, Ken
Loach. Bispuri made several short films and a documentary; then, in 2010, she
won the David di Donatello for Best Short Film with Passing Time. The short film
was awarded by many festivals in Italy and abroad and was selected as one of the
seven most beautiful shorts in the world for 2011, presented in Paris as part of the
César Awards. In 2010, she directed Salve Regina, presented at the Film Festival in
Rome Extra session.

In 2015, Bispuri became the only Italian director to field a film in the 2015 Berlin
competition with her debut, Sworn Virgin. The movie, centering around the archaic
Albanian custom in which a woman swears to remain a virgin and impersonate a
man to obtain a man’s rights, is an adaptation of a novel by Elvira Dones.
Alice Rohrwacher
Born in Fiesole, Tuscany, to an Italian mother and German father, Alice spent her
youth in the city of Castel Giorgio, where her mother was born and her father
worked as a beekeeper. After studying literature and philosophy at the University
of Turin Alice specialized in screenwriting at the Holden School in Turin.

In 2011, Alice directed her first feature film, Heavenly Body, which premiered at the
Directors’ Fortnight during the 2011 Cannes Film Festival to critical acclaim. Her
second movie, The Wonders, won the Grand Prix at the 2014 Cannes Film Festival.
In 2014, she was appointed the President of the International Jury for the “Luigi
De Laurentiis” Venice Award for a Debut Film at the 71st Venice International Film
Festival. The press says of her works that “like a rural Fellini, Rohrwacher mixes the
mundane with the absurd to create fabulous tales that always feels palpably real.”
EUROCHANNEL GUIDE | MAY 2018 |
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PREMIERE:
CINEMA May 24th

8:30 PM

UNFAITHFUL

France

Sometimes telling the truth is worse than a lie
Eric (Frédéric Van Den Driessche) looks like a happy family man. But he also frequents two other women with one child
each: Chloé and Hugo, whose wish is to have a dad. When the kids become involved in their parents’ romances, their
words will deeply shake their very lives . . . for the best or for the worst.
When Eric decided to cheat on his wife, he did not know the
affair would change the lives of three women intertwined
by his lies. Eurochannel invites you to discover how three
women cope with pressure, lust, deception and revenge
with the premiere of Unfaithful. This French dramatic
thriller is a tale of life’s coincidences, loyalty and lies. There
is Eric, a reputed doctor whose life seems exemplary. He
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lives with his wife, his two children, and even provides a
home for his aging mother. However, behind the perfect
family man facade, Eric gives in to his lust and has a torrid
affair with a younger single mom. But his double life is
about to change when Chloé, his mistress’ daughter, starts
bragging about Eric at school.

DIRECTOR Denis Malleval
cast Julie Judd, Frédéric Van Den
Driessche, Gaëla Le Devehat
Genre Drama, thriller
ORIGINAL TITLE Un Petit Mensonge
YEAR 2009

3 Must-See Movies
of Extramarital Affairs

Celebrating the premiere of the French drama Unfaithful, in which a family man has an
affair with a younger woman leading to tragic events, Eurochannel has selected three
movies with a related theme that you should not miss. These productions prove that is
better staying loyal to your loved ones, because a little mistake in an affair will change
your life forever.

Closer (2004)

As the plot develops, Chloé is not aware
that by annoying his classmate Hugo
with his mother’s romance with Eric, the
possibility of having a dad, and the fact
that Hugo’s mother is single, will have
fateful consequences. Hugo, tired of
Chloé, tells her his mother’s boyfriend
is also named Eric, and both kids have
no idea of the deadly events they set in
motion for that lie . . . One divorce, one
pregnancy, and one murder will keep
viewers on the edge of their seats until
the movie’s surprising finale!
Unfaithful was directed by Denis Malleval,
who also directed Chez Maupassant,
Against Their Will, and three features
based on the works of Georges Simenon:
The Iron Stairs, Blackballed and Death of
an Old Man, all premiered previously by
Eurochannel.
Come discover the cost of Eric’s secret
romance as Unfaithful invites us to think
about if it is sometimes better to keep a
secret than to tell the truth!

This American romantic drama proposes a unique story of two couples in
a tangled web of lies. Starring Natalie Portman, Jude Law, Julia Roberts and Clive Owen,
Closer follows the story of a stripper called Alice (Portman) and her relationship with Dan
(Law), a frustrated British journalist. Then there’s Anna (Roberts), who begins a steamy
affair with Dan while he’s already in a relationship with Alice, and at the same time starts a
romance with a doctor (Owen). As the plot develops, their complicated and deceitful lives
crumble apart because of their affairs and lust, leaving them broken-hearted.
Closer won two Golden Globes (Best Performance by an Actor in a Supporting Role in
a Motion Picture and Best Performance by an Actress in a Supporting Role in a Motion
Picture), one BAFTA award, and was nominated for two Academy Awards.

Unfaithful (2002) Starring Richard Gere, Diane Lane and Olivier Martinez, Unfaithful is

an American thriller adapted from the 1969 French film, The Unfaithful Wife (La Femme
infidèle). The movie was directed by Adrian Lyne, who was also behind the cameras in
Fatal Attraction and Indecent Proposal.
Unfaithful is the ultimate extramarital affair movie, as it follows a couple living in
suburban New York City whose marriage goes dangerously awry when the wife indulges
in an adulterous affair with a stranger she encounters by chance. For her highly praised
performance in the movie, Diane Lane won awards for best actress from the National
Society of Film Critics and New York Film Critics and was nominated for a Golden Globe
and an Academy Award for Best Actress.

Damage (1992) Under the clever direction of French director Louis Malle, Damage is a
thought-provoking movie about one of the worst-case scenarios for infidelity. The movie
stars award-winning actors Jeremy Irons, Juliette Binoche and Miranda Richardson in the
main roles, which certainly is a reason not to miss the movie. But why is this film so
daring? It is based on the eponymous work of Josephine Hart, and follows the romantic
adventures of a British politician (Irons) who shares a sexual relationship with his son’s
girlfriend and soon-to-be fiancée.
For her role, Miranda Richardson was nominated for an Academy Award and won a BAFTA
in the category of Best Supporting Actress for her performance as the aggrieved wife of
the film’s main character.
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Week 1

FROM MONDAY 30 TO SUNDAY 6
MONDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00
12:30
2:00
3:30
5:00
7:00
8:30

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

• Last Chance for Love 6:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United 6:00 • The Heiresses Part.1
• In Real Life
Against Crime
7:30 • The Heiresses Part.2
• Hold Your Breath
7:30 • Ingrid & Lola: Road to 9:00 • A Forgotten Murder
• Deserters
Manta Corridor
10:30 • Some Place Else
• Love Is Not Perfect 9:00 • Hold Your Breath
12:00 • Gloria’s Law
• Ingrid & Lola: United 10:30 • Murders in Batz
2:00 • You and Me Forever
Against Crime
12:00 • Love Farm
3:00 • From Rome with
• Ingrid & Lola: Road to 1:30 • Dreams of Glory
Love
Manta Corridor
3:30 • Love Farm
5:00
• Hold Your Breath
5:00
• The Hotel Room
• Love Farm

10:00

THURSDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00
12:30
2:30
4:00
5:00
7:00
8:30

• Such A Pretty Lie
• Dreams of Glory
• Hit and Run
• Back to Mom’s
• From Rome with
Love
• The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 4
• The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 5
• Snowscape
• The Surrogate
Mother
• Dreams of Glory

10:00

Gloria’s Law
Dreams of Glory
Drama
(Slovenia, 2013)

11:30
1:00
2:30
4:00
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• Love Farm
• Dancing Quietly
• Love Farm
• Shanghai Dynasty

Drama
(France, 2016)

The Heiresses Part 1
Drama
(France, 2009)

6:30
8:30

• The Heiresses Part.2
7:00 • From Rome with
• The Secrets of Borgo
Love
Larici Ep. 4
Hit and Run
8:30 • 10 Rules for Falling in 10:00 • The Secrets of Borgo
Crime drama
Love
Larici Ep. 5
(France, 2008)
10:30 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy
11:30 • Gloria’s Law
12:00 • From Rome with
1:00 • The Heiresses Part.1 11:30 • Back to Mom’s
2:30 • The Heiresses Part.2 1:00 • Anna’s Time
Love
2:00 • Shanghai Dynasty
4:30 • You and Me Forever 3:00 • Palace Beach Hotel
4:00 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy
4:30 • Back to Mom’s

FROM MONDAY 30 TO SUNDAY 6
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:00
2:00
3:30
4:30
6:30
8:30

• Snowscape
• The Surrogate Mother
• Dreams of Glory
• Room 304
• Anna’s Time
• Back to Mom’s
• The President’s Mistress
• Losing Hearts
• We are from the Future
• Simon’s Law

10:00

SATURDAY
6:00
7:00
9:00
11:00

• The President’s Mistress
• Losing Hearts
• We are from the Future
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 4
12:30 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 5
2:00 • 10 Rules for Falling in Love
3:30 • Chase
5:00 • Murdered
6:30 • Mr. Paul
8:00 • Last Chance for Love

10:30

SUNDAY

Week 1

6:00
8:00

• From Rome with Love
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 4
9:00 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 5
10:30 • Mr. Paul
12:00 • Back to Mom’s
1:30 • Arletty, A Guilty Passion
3:30 • Dreams of Glory
5:00 • Chase
6:30 • Simon’s Law
8:30 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 4
10:00 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 5

11:00

Chase
Thriller
(France, 2011)

11:30
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Hit and Run
• Murders in Batz
• Hidden Kisses
• Room 304

Duel
Comedy
(France, 2013)

11:30
1:00
2:30
4:00

• Mr. Paul
• Chase
• Murdered
• Hidden Kisses

Hidden Kisses
Drama
(France, 2015)

12:30 • Foursome
2:30 • Simon’s Law
4:00 • Dreams of Glory
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Week 2

FROM MONDAY 7 TO SUNDAY 13
MONDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00
12:30
2:00
3:30
5:00
6:30
8:30

• The Heiresses Part.1
• The Heiresses Part.2
• Valparaiso
• Losing Hearts
• Bad Luck
• Tastes of the World
• Such A Pretty Lie
• Dreams of Glory
• Hit and Run
• Back to Mom’s

9:30

TUESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:30
2:00
3:30
5:00
7:00
8:30

• Tastes of the World
• Such A Pretty Lie
• Dreams of Glory
• Hit and Run
• Back to Mom’s
• The President’s
Mistress
• Valparaiso
• Pauline’s Law
• The Heiresses Part.1
• The Heiresses Part.2

WEDNESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00

• Palace Beach Hotel
• People Who Are Well
• The President’s
Mistress
10:30 • Tastes of the World
12:00 • Pauline’s Law
2:00 • Duel
3:30 • The Sunfish

5:00

THURSDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:30
2:30
4:00
5:00
7:00

• Duel
• The Sunfish
• Chesterfield
• Foursome
• Shanghai Dynasty
• The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 5
• The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 6
• Hit and Run
• Dreams of Glory

8:30

10:00

Chesterfield
Foursome
Comedy
(France, 2008)

11:30
1:00
3:00
4:30
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• Such A Pretty Lie
• Dreams of Glory
• Back to Mom’s
• The Hotel Room

Snowscape
Drama
(Italy, 2014)

11:30 • Murdered
1:00 • The President’s
Mistress
2:30 • Such A Pretty Lie
4:30 • Tastes of the World

Drama
(France, 2010)

7:00
8:30

• Foursome
• The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 5
10:00 • The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 6
11:00 • Pauline’s Law
1:00 • Duel
2:30 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy
4:00 • Foursome

From Rome with Love
Drama
(Italy, 2010)

10:30
12:30
2:00
4:00

• Shanghai Dynasty
• Hidden Kisses
• Hit and Run
• From Rome with
Love

FROM MONDAY 7 TO SUNDAY 13
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:30
11:30
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Hit and Run
• Dreams of Glory
• From Rome with Love
• Shanghai Dynasty
• Arletty, A Guilty Passion
• Hit and Run
• From Rome with Love

6:30

SATURDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00

• Hold Your Breath
• The President’s Mistress
• From Rome with Love
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 5
12:30 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 6
1:30 • Last Chance for Love
3:30 • The Sunfish
5:00 • Cosy Dens
7:00 • The President’s Mistress
8:30 • Mafia Undercover Ep. 1
10:00 • Mafia Undercover Ep. 2

12:00

SUNDAY

Week 2

6:00
7:30

• Cosy Dens
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 5
9:00 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 6
10:30 • Last Chance for Love
12:00 • The Heiresses Part.1
2:00 • The Heiresses Part.2
3:30 • The Surrogate Mother
5:00 • Dreams of Glory
6:30 • Christophe’s Law
8:30 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 5
10:00 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 6

11:00

Hold Your Breath
Drama, thriller
(Lithuania, 2017)

8:30
10:00
11:30
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Christophe’s Law
• The President’s Hat
• Palace Beach Hotel
• Valparaiso
• Dancing Quietly
• Room 304

Sleazy Sexy Zazy
Drama
(Germany, 2016)

1:30
3:00
4:30

• Room 304
• Last Chance for Love
• Dancing Quietly

Last Chance for Love
Comedy
(Italy, Spain, 2012)

1:00
2:30
4:00

• Ingrid & Lola: Road to Manta
Corridor
• Christophe’s Law
• Chesterfield
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FROM MONDAY 14 TO SUNDAY 20
MONDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00

• Last Chance for Love
• Chesterfield
• From Rome with
Love
11:00 • Deserters
12:30 • Anna’s Time
2:00 • The President’s
Mistress
3:30 • Mr. Paul
5:00 • From Rome with
Love
7:00 • Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime

TUESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00
12:30
2:00
3:30
5:00
7:00

8:30

Premiere

The Salento Murders
Part 1

Comedy
(France, 2012)

10:00
12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Dreams of Glory
• Love Farm
• Sleazy Sexy Zazy
• Love Farm
• Dancing Quietly

• Ingrid & Lola: United 6:00 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
Against Crime
• Ingrid & Lola: Road to 7:30 • Losing Hearts
Manta Corridor
9:00 • People Who Are Well
• A Forgotten Murder 11:00 • Murdered
• The Salento Murders 12:30 • The Spy
Part 1
2:30 • The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 6
• Simon’s Law
• The Salento Murders 3:30 • The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 7
Part 1
• Ingrid & Lola: United 5:30 • Back to Mom’s
Against Crime
7:00 • The Surrogate
Mother
5:00 • Silent Night, Bloody
Night
8:30 Premiere
6:30 • The Salento Murders
Part 1
8:30 • The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 6
9:30 • The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 7
11:30 • Simon’s Law
1:00 • Love Farm

2:30

Comedy, investigation
(Italy, 2010)

Storm Warning

10:00 • Bad Luck
11:30 • The Salento Murders
Part 1
1:00 • A Forgotten Murder
2:30 • The Salento Murders
Part 1
4:30 • The President’s
Mistress

Comedy, romance
(Italy, 2016)

Valparaiso
Drama
(France, 2011)

4:30
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THURSDAY

• Foursome
6:00
• Anna’s Time
• The Spy
7:30
• Murders in Batz
• Tastes of the World 9:00
• Love Farm
10:30
• Dreams of Glory
• Simon’s Law
12:00
• Ingrid & Lola: Road to 2:00
Manta Corridor
3:30

8:30

Love Farm

WEDNESDAY

Week 3

• Ingrid & Lola: United
Against Crime

10:00 • Back to Mom’s
11:30 • Storm Warning
1:00 • Mafia Undercover
Ep. 1
2:30 • Mafia Undercover
Ep. 2
4:30 • You and Me Forever

FROM MONDAY 14 TO SUNDAY 20
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:00
2:00

• The Surrogate Mother
• Murders in Batz
• Back to Mom’s
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 1
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 2
• Ingrid & Lola: United Against
Crime
3:30 • Ingrid & Lola: Road to Manta
Corridor
5:00 • Mafia Undercover Ep. 1
6:30 • Mafia Undercover Ep. 2
8:30 • Gloria’s Law
10:00 • The Salento Murders Part 1
12:00 • Dreams of Glory

SATURDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00

• Anna’s Time
• Duel
• Chesterfield
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 6
12:00 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 7
2:00 • Snowscape

3:30

1:30

SUNDAY

Week 3

6:00
7:30

• Shanghai Dynasty
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 6
9:00 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 7
11:00 • Snowscape
12:30 • The President’s Mistress
2:00 • You and Me Forever
3:00 • Storm Warning
5:00 • The Salento Murders Part 1
6:30 • Gloria’s Law
8:30 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 6
9:30 • The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 7
11:30 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy

1:00

Murdered
Drama
(France, 2012)

We are from the Future
Action
(Russia, 2008)

4:00

• Shanghai Dynasty

5:00
7:00
8:30
10:00
12:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

• Hunting Flies
• Storm Warning
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 3
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 4
• Storm Warning
• Foursome
• Ingrid & Lola: United Against
Crime
• Ingrid & Lola: Road to Manta 2:30
4:00
Corridor

You and Me Forever
Drama
(Denmark, 2012)

• Gloria’s Law
• Sleazy Sexy Zazy
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Week 4

FROM MONDAY 21 TO SUNDAY 27
MONDAY
6:00
7:30

• Snowscape
• The President’s
Mistress
9:00 • Murdered
10:30 • Nowhere in Moravia
12:00 • Storm Warning
2:00 • From Rome with
Love
3:30 • Snowscape
5:30 • The Salento Murders
Part 1

7:00

TUESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00

• Tastes of the World
• Back to Mom’s
• The Surrogate
Mother
10:30 • Mafia Undercover
Ep. 1
12:00 • Mafia Undercover
Ep. 2
2:00 • Tastes of the World
3:30 • The Salento Murders
Part 1
5:00 • Christophe’s Law
7:00 • Back to Mom’s

8:30

WEDNESDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00

• Some Place Else
• Storm Warning
• A Holy Venetian
Family
10:30 • The Salento Murders
Part 2
12:00 • Christophe’s Law
2:00 • The Salento Murders
Part 2

3:30

Premiere

THURSDAY

• A Forgotten Murder
• A Holy Venetian
Family
9:00 • Nowhere in Moravia
10:30 • The Heiresses Part.1
12:00 • The Heiresses Part.2
1:30 • The Secrets of Borgo
Larici Ep. 7
3:30 • The Surrogate
Mother
5:00 • Storm Warning
6:30 • From Rome with
Love
6:00
7:30

8:30

Premiere

Bad Luck
The President’s Mistress
Drama
(France, 2009)

The Salento Murders
Part 2

Black Comedy
(Austria, 2015)

• The Salento Murders
Part 2
Comedy, investigation
8:30 • Storm Warning
7:00 • You and Me Forever
(Italy, 2010)
10:00 • The Salento Murders
8:00 • The Secrets of Borgo
Part 1
10:00 • Dancing Quietly
Larici Ep. 7
12:00 • Storm Warning
11:30 • The Salento Murders 10:00 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy
1:30 • You and Me Forever
Part 2
11:30 • Christophe’s Law
3:00 • Room 304
1:00 • Duel
1:00 • Chase
4:30 • Back to Mom’s
2:30 • The Salento Murders 2:30 • Storm Warning
Part 2
4:30 • Hidden Kisses
4:30 • Dancing Quietly
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5:00

Unfaithful
Crime, thriller
(France, 2009)

10:00 • The President’s
Mistress
11:30 • Unfaithful
1:00 • Mafia Undercover
Ep. 3
2:30 • Mafia Undercover
Ep. 4
4:00 • Unfaithful

FROM MONDAY 21 TO SUNDAY 27
FRIDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30
12:00
2:00
3:00
5:00
6:30
8:30
10:00
12:00

• Back Home
• Unfaithful
• The President’s Mistress
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 3
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 4
• You and Me Forever
• Last Chance for Love
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 3
• Mafia Undercover Ep. 4
• Sleazy Sexy Zazy
• The Salento Murders Part 2
• Last Chance for Love

SATURDAY
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00

• Anna’s Time
• Storm Warning
• The Spy
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 7
12:30 • Deserters
2:00 • Last Chance for Love
3:30 • Chase
5:00 • Losing Hearts
7:00 • Unfaithful

8:30

SUNDAY

Week 4

6:00
7:30

• Hold Your Breath
• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 7
9:00 • Murders in Batz
10:30 • Unfaithful
12:00 • Park Road – The Movie
1:30 • Storm Warning
3:00 • The Salento Murders Part 1
5:00 • The Salento Murders Part 2

6:30

2:00

Lanester - For sight, for worse Ep. 1
Room 304
Drama
(Denmark, 2011)

Shanghai Dynasty
Drama
(Slovenia, 2012)

4:00

• From Rome with Love

10:00
11:30
1:00
2:30
4:30

• Unfaithful
• Hold Your Breath
• The Sunfish
• Unfaithful
• Back to Mom’s

Drama
(France, 2014)

8:30

• The Secrets of Borgo Larici
Ep. 7
10:00 • The Salento Murders Part 1
11:30 • The Salento Murders Part 2
1:30 • Sleazy Sexy Zazy
3:00 • You and Me Forever
4:30 • Dancing Quietly
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